<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CLOTHING</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JACkETS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PANTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWEATERS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SHIRTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CAP</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>VESTS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ASSORTED BAGS</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>M.O.L.L.E. BACKPACK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GAMEKEEPER COLLECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HOPLON COLLECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATERFOWL</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNIFORM PRO</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>692 COLLECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIGH PERFORMANCE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACCESSORIES</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EAR PROTECTION</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HATS</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WATCH</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PATCHES</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CLEANING KIT</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RECOIL REDUCER</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
4 Way Stretch Pants
CU392 T1249 0715
Colour: Green, Green & Orange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION

• Cuff with Velcro regulation.
• Preformed knees and anti abrasion inserts.
• Two inner zippered pockets.
• Inner pockets for Beretta Recoil Reducer.
• Bi-swing on the back.
• One inner zippered pocket.

DETAILS

• Waterproof zipper closure.
• Non-slip shoulders.
• Radio pockets with antenna hole and waterproof zipper.
• Handwarmer chest pockets with rubber to fix the front pockets flap.
• Expandable front pockets.
• Ventilation opening on the sleeves with mesh lining.
• Ergonomic sleeves.
• Inner pockets for Beretta Recoil Reducer.
• Beretta hands free shoulder straps.
• One inner zippered pocket.

European Upland WP Jacket
GU482 03138 077W
Colour: Green & Orange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION

Water repellent man's Upland vest design on the hunter's movements. The shell fabric is a 2 layer canvas poliamide with Beretta BWB EVO membrane bonded. All the seams are taped to ensure waterresistance. Inside the mesh lining gives breathability and comfort. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the jacket with the GORE-TEX® LTD liner suspended freely from the outer fabric. The Thorn Resistant pants are designed on the B-Active kinetic chain. Built with a high density fabric that gives high compactness and with anti abrasion inserts in the key areas. These features ensure high resistance to abrasion and snagging giving you protection in the woods. The pants are waterproof, windproof and very breathable thanks to the GORE-TEX® LTD liner suspended freely from the outer fabric. Comfortable lining next to skin, quite and slides easily over layer. Taped seams and zipper are waterproof ensuring full protection from the elements. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the pants with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System.

DETAILS

• Closure with snap button and zipper.
• Belt loops.
• Two waterproof hip pockets.
• Beretta hands free shoulder straps to carry the jacket as backpack.

European Upland Vest
GU502 T1200 077W
Colour: Green & Orange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION

Waterproof man's Upland jacket design on the hunter's movements. The shell fabric is a canvas poliamide with water - repellent treatment. Inside the mesh lining gives breathability and comfort. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the jacket with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System.

DETAILS

• Snap buttons.
• Hand-warmer chest pockets with tape to fix the front pockets flap.
• Expandable front pockets.
• Ventilation opening on the sleeves with mesh lining.
• Ergonomic sleeves.
• Cuff with Velcro regulation.

European Upland WP Jacket
GU482 03138 077W
Colour: Green & Orange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION

Waterproof man's Upland jacket design on the hunter's movements. The shell fabric is a 2 layer canvas poliamide with Beretta BWB EVO membrane bonded. All the seams are taped to ensure waterresistance. Inside the mesh lining gives breathability and comfort. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the jacket with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System.

DETAILS

• Waterproof zipper closure.
• Non-slip shoulders.
• Radio pockets with antenna hole and waterproof zipper.
• Handwarmer chest pockets with rubber to fix the front pockets flap.
• Expandable front pockets.
• Ventilation opening on the sleeves with mesh lining.
• Ergonomic sleeves.
• Inner pockets for Beretta Recoil Reducer.
• Beretta hands free shoulder straps.
• One inner zippered pocket.

Thorn Resistant Pants GTX®
CU402 T1429 0715
Colour: Green
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION

The Thorn Resistant pants are designed on the B-Active kinetic chain. Built with a high density fabric that gives high compactness and with anti abrasion inserts in the key areas. These features ensure high resistance to abrasion and snagging giving you protection in the woods. The pants are waterproof, windproof and very breathable thanks to the GORE-TEX® LTD liner suspended freely from the outer fabric. Comfortable lining next to skin, quite and slides easily over layer. Taped seams and zipper are waterproof ensuring full protection from the elements. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the pants with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System.

DETAILS

• Closure with snap button and zipper.
• Belt loops.
• Two waterproof hip pockets.
• Beretta hands free shoulder straps to carry the jacket as backpack.

Thorn Resistant Jacket GTX®
GU033 T1429 0715
Colour: Green
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION

The Thorn Resistant jacket is designed on the B-Active kinetic chain. Built with a high density fabric that gives high compactness, and with anti abrasion inserts in the key areas. These features ensure high resistance to abrasion and snagging giving you thorn protection. The jacket is waterproof, windproof and very breathable thanks to the GORE-TEX® LTD liner suspended freely from the outer fabric. The lining is comfortable next to skin, quite and slides easily over layer. Taped seams and zipper are waterproof ensuring full protection from the elements.

DETAILS

• Removable hood with drawsting.
• Microfleece inner collar lining.
• Waterproof radio pocket with antenna hole on the chest.
• Two zippered front pockets.
• Shoulder with raglan cut and preformed sleeves.

• BCMS icon on the cuff.
• Cuff with Velcro regulation.
• Beretta hands free shoulder straps to carry the jacket as backpack.
• Inner pocket with Velcro closure.
• Front zip with protection flap.

• BCMS icon at the bottom.

4 Way Stretch Pants
GU972 02295 0715
Colour: Green
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION

Short and light jacket in 2 layer fabric designed on hunters movements. The fabric is a light silent microfibre with Beretta BWB EVO membrane bonded on the face material and taped seams in the key areas. Inside breathable lining. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the jacket with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System.

DETAILS

• Hidden security hood in the collar.
• Front zippered pockets with microfleece lining. Inside one hand drawstring regulation.
• Shoulder with reglan cut and preformed sleeves to give the maximum freedom of movement.
• Cuff with Velcro regulation.

• Beretta hands free shoulder straps to carry the jacket as backpack.
• Inner recoil reducer pockets on the shoulders.
• Inner pockets with Velcro closure.
• Front zip with protection flap.

• BCMS icon at the bottom.
Beretta Soft Shell Fleece Vest
P3141 T0655 081G
Colour: Light Brown/Orange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Central visible reverse zip.
Security pocket with reverse zip on the chest.
Ample with stretch insert.
Front pockets with reverse zip.
BCMS icon on the cuff.
Ventilation opening on the sleeves.
Dressing regulation at the bottom.
Stretch insert on the back collar.
Ergonomic sleeve.
Imported.

Womens American Upland Light Vest
GD811 T0383 081G
Colour: Light Brown & Orange HV
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Extremely lightweight and cool, with mesh back to keep you comfortable even on the hottest of days.

DETAILS
• Woman's vest with stretch mesh inserts.
• Orange HV inserts.
• Embroidery Beretta logo.
• Two hand pockets with lateral entrance.
• Patch below pockets with flap and button.
• Fully opening and expandable game bag with hidden zip and snap.
• Washable game bag with double lateral entrance.
• Two pokets for Beretta Recoil Reducer.

Beretta Soft Shell Fleece Jacket
P3151 T0655 081G
Colour: Light Brown/Orange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
• Two pockets for Beretta Recoil Reducer.
• Washable game bag with double lateral entrance.
• Fully opening and expandable game bag with hidden zip and snap.
• Patch bellow pockets with flap and buttons.
• Two hand pockets with lateral entrance.
• Embroidery Beretta logo.
• Orange HV inserts.
• Woman's vest with stretch mesh inserts.

Womens American Upland Frontload Shirt
LDS11 T1184 081G
Colour: Light Brown & Orange HV
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Updated take on a classic, made out of durable parachute cotton with ripstop blaze orange panels to keep you safe.

DETAILS
• Button down collar.
• Lightly padded recoil patch on the right shoulder.
• Removable cartridge with 5 elasticated loops.
• Chest pocket with flap and button.
• Game bag entrance on the left with tape closure.
• Eyelet on the sleeves for ventilation.
• Game bag back entrance with snap.

Men’s American Upland Frontload Shirt
LU611 T1184 081G - Light Brown & Orange HV
LU611 T1184 0871 - Light Brown & Brown
Colour: Light Brown & Orange HV/Light Brown & Brown
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Now oil-free and odor-free. We have always loved the performance characteristics of waxed cotton in the field — waterproof, windproof and breathable.

DETAILS
• Thrownproof, windproof, and breathable, it also features lightweight Beretta Thermal Padding for warmth.
• New technology eliminates the oily finish and odor without compromising the fabric’s performance.
• Fully featured for the field with an abundance of multifunctional pockets, including roomy front pockets with cartridge holders.
• Machine wash without detergent.
• Pure cotton.
• Imported.

Man’s Plain Collar Shirt Upland Canvas Overlay
LU247 698 75 - Loden/Brown
LU247 698 87 - Tan/Brown
Colour: Loden/Brown, Tan/Brown
Size: M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Here’s one shirt that’s built for a lifetime, and a sure “pass-along” to the grandkids.

DETAILS
• Abrasion-resistant.
• Heavy Duty, comfortable.
• Built for a lifetime and a sure “pass-along” to the grandkids.
• Constructed from heavy-duty, workwear 100% cotton canvas.
• Enzyme-washed for comfort.
• Overlay of highly abrasion-resistant Cordura nylon on the forearms & the recoil patch.
• Larger bottom so you can comfortably wear it in or out.

Waxed Field Jacket
GU132 0610832
Colour: Brown
Size: M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Now oil-free and odor-free. We have always loved the performance characteristics of waxed cotton in the field — waterproof, windproof and breathable.

DETAILS
• Thrownproof, windproof, and breathable, it also features lightweight Beretta Thermal Padding for warmth.
• New technology eliminates the oily finish and odor without compromising the fabric’s performance.
• Fully featured for the field with an abundance of multifunctional pockets, including roomy front pockets with cartridge holders.
• Machine wash without detergent.
• Pure cotton.
• Imported.

Waxed Field Jacket
GU323 14070815
Colour: Brown
Size: 50 - 58

DESCRIPTION
Now oil-free and odor-free. We have always loved the performance characteristics of waxed cotton in the field — waterproof, windproof and breathable.

DETAILS
• Thrownproof, windproof, and breathable, it also features lightweight Beretta Thermal Padding for warmth.
• New technology eliminates the oily finish and odor without compromising the fabric’s performance.
• Fully featured for the field with an abundance of multifunctional pockets, including roomy front pockets with cartridge holders.
• Machine wash without detergent.
• Pure cotton.
• Imported.
DESCRIPTION
The Thomson game bag is designed on the B -Active kinetic chain and built with a Kevlar® & Cordura® blend outer shell for maximum wear resistance and Thorn protection.

DETAILS
- Plastic buckle suspenders.
- Central buckle sliding to adjust the fit.
- Patch pockets with hidden snap button.
- Open 3D mesh on the back.
- Back big game pocket with washable lining and frontal access.
- High visibility orange fabric on the game bag.
- Imported.

Waterfowler Max 5 Jacket GU103 02295 0858
Colour: Camo Real Tree Max 5
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Waterproof jacket in 2 layer fabric design for waterfowler hunters. The fabric is a light microfiber with Beretta BWB membrane bonded on the face material printed in camo RealTree Max5. Inside breathable mesh lining. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the pants with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System.

DETAILS
- Two way waterproof front zip.
- Microfleece inner collar lining.
- Ambidextrous radio pocket.
- Arm pit ventilation opening with mesh lining.
- BOMS icon on the cuff
- Inner lyra cuff.
- Low positioned chest pocket with easy access with microfleece lining.
- Inner pockets for Beretta Recoil Reducer.
- Two inner pockets with Velcro.

Light Static Pants CU242 02295 089E
Colour: APX Camo
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Waterproof pants in 2 layer fabric design on the hunters movements. The fabric is a light microfiber with Beretta BWB membrane bonded on the face material. Inside breathable mesh lining. In extreme weather condition or early in the morning you can combine the pants with the BIS - Beretta Interactive System.

DETAILS
- High rear kidney support with comfort fabric.
- Elastic belt.
- Hip pocket with waterproof zip.
- Patch cargo pockets.
- Performed Lines.
- Velcro regulation on the legs.
- Zip on the bottom of the legs.
- Washable gaiter.
- BOMS icon on the bottom.

Man’s Insulated Static Jacket GU451 02295 0402
Colour: Blaze Orange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
The Insulated Static is built with our 2 layer protection system with the BWB - Beretta Waterproof Breathable membrane bonded with a light micro-fiber outer shell. Taped seams and the visible zipper are waterproof ensuring full protection from the elements. A Thermore® insulation guarantees to stay warm during your activity.

DETAILS
- Ventilation opening on the chest.
- Low positioned chest pocket with easy access with microfleece lining.
- One hand drawing regulation.
- Under arm ventilation opening.
- BOMS icon on the cuff.
- Inner lyra cuff.
- Front expandable cargo patch pocket.
- Ergonomic sleeves.
- Inner drawing regulation.
- Double entrance zippered game bag with washable lining.
Fusion BIS Primaloft® Jacket
GU123 T1404 0858
Colour: Camo Real Tree Max S - 3XL

- Loops for BIS - Beretta Interactive System - on the back collar and on the cuffs.
- Drawstring regulation at the bottom.
- Two zippered front pockets.
- Elasticated cuffs.
- Antislip inserts on the shoulders.
- Emergency hood in the collar.
- Full zip opening.
- Integrated hood with stretch binding.
- Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric is our most diverse family of fabrics.

DETAILS
- Full zip opening
- Loop for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.

Fusion BIS Primaloft® Pants
CU452 T1404 0858
Colour: Camo Real Tree Max S - 3XL

- Loops for BIS - Beretta Interactive System - on the back collar and on the cuffs.
- Drawstring regulation at the bottom.
- Two zippered front pockets.
- Easy grip pullers.
- Elasticated cuffs.
- Antislip inserts on the shoulders.
- Emergency hood in the collar.
- Full zip opening.
- Integrated hood with stretch binding.
- Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric is our most diverse family of fabrics.

DETAILS
- Full zip opening
- Loop for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.

Combi BIS Static Softshell Jacket
GU153 T1419 0715 - Green
GU153 T1419 0999 - Black
Colour: Green, Black S - 3XL

- Loops for BIS - Beretta Interactive System - on the back collar.
- Drawstring regulation at the bottom.
- Elasticated cuffs.
- Antislip inserts on the shoulders.
- Emergency hood in the collar.
- Full zip opening.
- Integrated hood with stretch binding.
- Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric is our most diverse family of fabrics.

DETAILS
- Full zip opening
- Loop for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.

Fusion BIS Jacket
GU133 T1405 0504 - Blue Total Eclipse
GU133 T1405 0715 - Green
Colour: Blue Total Eclipse, Green M - 3XL

- Beretta stripes band on the inner placket, inspired by the Beretta shoulder straps found in our jackets.
- Two zippered front pockets.
- Elasticated cuffs.
- Antislip inserts on the shoulders.
- Emergency hood in the collar.
- Full zip opening.
- Integrated hood with stretch binding.
- Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric is our most diverse family of fabrics.

DETAILS
- Full zip opening
- Loop for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.

Active Track Jacket
P3171 T0654 0504 - Navy
P3171 T0654 0808 - Chocolate Brown
S - 3XL

- Loops for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.
- Elasticated cuffs.
- Antislip inserts on the shoulders.
- Emergency hood in the collar.
- Full zip opening.
- Integrated hood with stretch binding.
- Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric is our most diverse family of fabrics.

DETAILS
- Full zip opening
- Loop for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.

Half Zip Fleece
P3311 T1434 0715 - Green
P3311 T1434 081C - Chocolate
P3311 T1434 0999 - Black
Colour: Green, Chocolate, Black S - 3XL

- Loops for BIS - Beretta Interactive System - on the back collar and on the cuffs.
- Elasticated inserts at the bottom for a better fit.
- Inner zippered pocket.
- Elasticated cuffs.
- Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric is our most diverse family of fabrics.

DETAILS
- Full zip opening
- Loop for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.

Half Zip Fleece W’s
P3321 T1434 0999
Colour: Green S - 3XL

- Loops for BIS - Beretta Interactive System - on the back collar.
- Elasticated inserts at the bottom for a better fit.
- Inner zippered pocket.
- Elasticated cuffs.
- Polartec® Thermal Pro® fabric is our most diverse family of fabrics.

DETAILS
- Full zip opening
- Loop for BIS-Beretta Interactive System on the back collar.
Techno Windshield Sweater Half Zip
PU421 T1201 0715 - Green
PU421 T1201 0825 - Hazel
PU421 T1201 0504 - Blue Total Eclipse

DESCRIPTION
Techno windshield half-zip sweater with Beretta BWP® windproof membrane.

DETAILS
• Half-zip collar
• Two zippered pockets

Classic Round Neck Sweater
PU441 T1194 0538 - Avio Melange
PU441 T1194 0715 - Green
PU441 T1194 080P - Brown Melange

Colour: Avio Melange, Green, Brown Melange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Round neck sweater in soft and warm merino lambswool blended with nylon to avoid pilling and add natural stretch feel that gives comfort when worn. It has cotton reinforcement tone on tone on the right shoulder.

DETAILS
• Round neck
• Cotton reinforcement tone on tone on the right shoulder.

Classic V-Neck Sweater
PU451 T1194 0538 - Avio Melange
PU451 T1194 0715 - Green
PU451 T1194 080P - Brown Melange

Colour: Avio Melange, Green, Brown Melange
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
V-neck sweater in soft and warm lambswool blended with nylon to avoid pilling and add natural stretch feel that gives comfort when worn. It has cotton reinforcement tone on tone on the shoulders and on the arm.

DETAILS
• V-neck
• Cotton reinforcement tone on tone on the shoulders and on the arm.

Sport Classic Button Down Shirt
LUA10 T0706 013L - Beige Check
LUA10 T0706 0168 - White Check
LUA10 T0706 0375 - Red Check
LUA10 T0706 0759 - Green Check

Colour: Beige Check, White Check, Red Check, Green Check
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Classic Beretta button down shirt in flannel.

Beretta Classic Shirt
LU210 T0707 013L - Beige & Blue Check
LU210 T0707 0595 - Light Blue Check
LU210 T0707 0765 - Green Fancy

Colour: Beige & Blue Check, Light Blue Check, Green Fancy
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Classic Beretta button down shirt in Drip Dry, a fabric that dries fast and does not need to be ironed.

Techno Windshield Sweater Long Zip
PU411 T1201 0715 - Green
PU411 T1201 0825 - Hazel
PU411 T1201 0504 - Blue Total Eclipse

Colour: Green, Hazel, Blue Total Eclipse
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
One-of-Kind Beretta BWP® windproof membrane to keep the wind and cold at bay. Zippered pockets keep your belongings safe while you stay comfortable, stylish and warm.

DETAILS
• Central visible reverse zip
• Security pockets with reverse zip
• BCMS icon at the bottom
• Drawstring regulation at the bottom.

Static Fleece Vest
P3111 T0657 0715 - Green
P3111 T0657 0999 - Black

Colour: Green, Black
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Hunting fleece vest in Polartec® Wind Pro® stretch. Polartec® Wind Pro® fabrics are extremely breathable yet provide 4x more wind resistance than traditional fleece. This is the “super fleece” which spans an incredibly wide range of conditions, performs as both outerwear and insulation, and offers exceptional durability. This is a versatile fabric which can be worn all year long for a variety of activities.

DETAILS
• Central visible reverse zip
• Security pockets with reverse zip
• BCMS icon at the bottom
• Drawstring regulation at the bottom.

Static Fleece Jacket
P3121 T0657 0715 - Green
P3121 T0657 0999 - Black

Colour: Green, Black
M - 3XL

DESCRIPTION
Hunting fleece vest in Polartec® Wind Pro® stretch. Polartec® Wind Pro® fabrics are extremely breathable yet provide 4x more wind resistance than traditional fleece. This is the “super fleece” which spans an incredibly wide range of conditions, performs as both outerwear and insulation, and offers exceptional durability. This is a versatile fabric which can be worn all year long for a variety of activities.

DETAILS
• Central visible reverse zip
• Security pockets with reverse zip
• BCMS icon at the bottom
• Drawstring regulation at the bottom.

Classic Beretta button down shirt in flannel.
**TM Shooting Shirt L/S**
LU152 07561 0337 - Red
LU152 07561 053D - Blue, Size S available
LU152 07561 0715 - Green
LU152 07561 0812 - Tan, Size S available
LU152 07561 0858 - Camo Real Tree Max 5
LU152 07561 089E - Camo Xtra

Colour: Red, Blue, Green, Tan, Camo Real Tree Max 5, Camo Xtra
S - 3XL

**DESCRIPTION**

Moisture wicking... Commonly used in workout clothing and sportswear because the material is designed to pull moisture away from the skin, Lightweight, comfortable.

**DETAILS**

- Cape-mesh back wicks away perspiration
- Cotton poplin Featherlite fabric keeps you climate controlled
- Right-handed patch shooting patch

---

**TM Shooting Shirt S/S**
LU162 07561 0337 - Red
LU162 07561 053D - Blue, Size S available
LU162 07561 0715 - Green
LU162 07561 0812 - Tan, Size S available
LU162 07561 0858 - Camo Real Tree Max 5
LU162 07561 089E - Camo Xtra

Colour: Red, Blue, Green, Tan, Camo Real Tree Max 5, Camo Xtra
S - 2XL

**DESCRIPTION**

Moisture wicking... Commonly used in workout clothing and sportswear because the material is designed to pull moisture away from the skin, Lightweight, comfortable.

**DETAILS**

- Cape-mesh back wicks away perspiration
- Cotton poplin Featherlite fabric keeps you climate controlled
- Right-handed patch shooting patch

---

**Quick Dry Shirt**
LU011 T0452 070H - Fir Green Anti Mosquito
LU011 T0452 0727 - Avocado

Colour: Fir Green Anti Mosquito, Avocado
M - 3XL

**DESCRIPTION**


**DETAILS**

- Ambidextrous recoil pad patch with Beretta diamond stitching and inner pockets for "Beretta Recoil Reducer"
- Flap chest pocket with hidden snaps button closure
- Roll up sleeves
- Back mesh opening

---

**Quick Dry Shirt**
LU012 T0440 070H

Colour: Fir Green
M - 3XL

**DESCRIPTION**

Man’s shirt in comfort quick dry fabric.

**DETAILS**

- Flap chest pockets
- Roll up sleeves.
- Armpit ventilation opening with breathable mesh lining
- Ambidextrous inner “Beretta Recoil Reducer”.

---

**Drip Dry Shirt L/S**
LUS10 07517 010R

Colour: White Check
M - 3XL

**DESCRIPTION**

Long sleeve button down shirt with Drip Dry treatment, for quick dry and no iron.

---

**Drip Dry Shirt S/S**
LUS20 07517 012X

Colour: White & Green Check
M - 3XL

**DESCRIPTION**

Short sleeves button down shirt with Drip Dry treatment, for quick dry and no iron.

---

**Beretta Tom Shirt**
LU450 T1071 0551 - Blue Check
LU450 T1071 0724 - Light Green/Green Check

Colour: Blue Check, Light Green & Green Check
M - 3XL

---

**Four Season Classic Shirt**
LU641 07561 0845

Colour: Sand
M - 3XL

**DESCRIPTION**

Button down shirt in compact 100% cotton popeline ideal for all 4 season with chest pocket.
Man's Plain Collar Shirt
LU541 T1242 019B
Colour: White Check
Size: 40 - 44
DESCRIPTION
Classic shirt plain collar in flannel cotton with chest pocket.

Man's Button Down Shirt
LU531 T1426 073N - Light Green Check
LU531 T1426 078Z - Green Check
LU531 T1428 019C - White Check
LU531 T1426 0564 - Blue Check
Colour: Light Green Check, Green Check, White Check, Blue Check
Size: 40 - 44
DESCRIPTION
Button down cotton shirt with chest pocket.

Classic Half Zip Sweater Light Merino
PU022 T1479 0521 - Blue Nights
PU022 T1479 0750 - Military Green
Colour: Blue Nights, Military Green
M - 2XL
DESCRIPTION
Half zip sweater in light merino wool with cashmere and wool elbows patches and Beretta brand label in leather. The patches fabric and pattern is the same used in our St James line.

Classic V Neck Sweater With Pheasant
PU032 T1480 036A - Bordeaux
PU032 T1480 076C - Dark Green
PU032 T1480 0998 - Grey Melange
Colour: Bordeaux, Dark Green, Grey Melange
M - 2XL
DESCRIPTION
V neck sweater in Shetland wool with pheasant embroidery on the chest and Beretta brand label in leather on the back.

U61 - Man's Jeans Shirt
LU182 T1235 0581
Colour: Denim Blue
Size: 40 - 44
DESCRIPTION
Plain collar comfort denim shirt with chest pockets, contrast Colour stitches and Beretta brand leather label.

U02 - Field Jacket 2 M's - Parka
GU203 T1414 053G - Blue Navy
GU203 T1414 0804 - Dark Tan
Colour: Blue navy, Dark Tan
Size: 50 - 56
DESCRIPTION
Windoop military field jacket with Velcro patches and emergency hood. The shell fabric is bonded with cotton to give inner warm and soft touch.
DETAILS
• Front flap pockets with hidden snap button.
• Velcro patch on the front.
• Emergency hood inside the collar.
• Velcro regulation on the cuffs.
• Military pocket with Velcro on the sleeves.
• YKK zip closure.
• Inner drawstring regulation.
• Inner security pocket.

U57 - Down Vest Wool
GU313 T1417 0898
Colour: Olive Drab
Size: 50 - 58
DESCRIPTION
Wool down vest 90/10 goose insulation with 700 fill power that keeps you warm in extreme weather conditions. Outer shell fabric has water repellent treatment.
DETAILS
• YKK zip with Beretta personalized soft touch zip puller.
• No skid patches on the shoulders.
• Wind protection nylon gaiter on the armhole.
• Beretta brand leather label.
• Napoleon security pocket.
• Inner security pocket.

Down Jacket Cotton
GU213 T1417 0898
Colour: Olive Drab
Size: 50 - 58
DESCRIPTION
Wool down jacket 90/10 goose insulation with 700 fill power that keeps you warm in extreme weather conditions.
DETAILS
• YKK zip with Beretta personalized soft touch zip puller.
• Removable and adjustable hood.
• No skid patches on the shoulders.
• Beretta brand leather label.
• Nylon storm cuffs.
• Wind protection front in nylon.
• Bottom drawstring regulation.
• Napoleon security pocket.
• Inner security pocket.
U04 - Microfiber 2.0 Quilted Coat M's
GU253 T1393 053G - Blue Navy
GU253 T1393 070Q - Duffel Bag
Colour: Blue navy, Duffel Bag
Size: 50 - 56

DESCRIPTION
Quilted jacket in nylon and wool with Beretta BTP 120gr thermal insulation and stretch insert. The Beretta BTP thermal insulation is warm and soft as the real down insulation and ensure the right body temperature.

DETAILS
• YKK zip with Beretta personalized soft touch zip puller.
• Integrated hood.
• Front patch pockets in wool.
• Elastic storm cuffs.
• Beretta personalized soft touch snap buttons.
• Elastic insert on the back.
• Back bising.

U09 - 3L Active Mars M's
GU283 T1409 079Z
Colour: Green Check
Size: 50 - 56

DESCRIPTION
3 layers waterproof jacket in wool with tape seams and stretch fabrics in the key areas. The shell fabric is fine Italian wool bonded with the BWB EVO - Beretta Waterproof Breathable EVO membrane.

DETAILS
• No skip patches on the shoulders.
• Removable front vest.
• Hidden side security pockets.
• Stretch fabric cuff with thumb hole.
• Front patch flap pocket.
• Emergency hood in the collar.
• Fast movement back bising.
• Asymetric with stretch insert.
• Beretta Hands-free shoulder straps.

St James Coat
GU742 T0764 0796
Colour: Green Check
Size: 50 - 58

DESCRIPTION
Cashmere & wool waterproof coat with personalized buttons and Amaretta™ details. The design is inspired at the classical driven hunt jacket and respect its traditional detail. The back bising eases the movement and gives comfort during the hunting day.

DETAILS
• Amaretta™ recoil pad with Beretta checkering.
• Patch front pockets with gusset.
• Back bising.
• Inner pockets.

St James Vest
GU752 T0764 0796
Colour: Green Check
Size: 50 - 58

DESCRIPTION
Hunting vest made by fine Italian wool blended with cashmere and CoolMax® lining; personalized buttons and Amaretta™ details. The CoolMax® lining helps the moisture management keeping your body dry. The design is inspired at the classical driven hunt vest and respect its traditional detail.

DETAILS
• Amaretta™ recoil pad with Beretta checkering.
• Front patch pockets with Beretta Triangle closure and Amaretta™ detail.
• Amaretta™ elbow patches.
• Back bising.
• Inner pockets.

St James Breeks
CU951 T0764 0796
Colour: Green Check
Size: 50 - 58

DESCRIPTION
Hunting jacket made by fine Italian wool blended with cashmere and CoolMax® lining; personalized buttons and Amaretta™ details. The CoolMax® lining helps the moisture management keeping your body dry while the waterproofness is assured by the BWB - Beretta waterproof Breathable Membrane freely insert between the external fabric and the inner lining.

DETAILS
• Hip pockets.
• Double front plate.
• Knitted cuff at the bottom for comfort.
• Back waist pockets.

U10 - 3L Tech Wool M's
GU273 T1409 077U
Colour: Green Heringbone
Size: 50 - 56

DESCRIPTION
Cashmere and cotton sweater with nylon quilted on the front padded with BTP Beretta.

DETAILS
• Front nylon quilted in Beretta diamond checkering.
• Padded adjustable hood.
• YKK zip with Beretta soft touch zip puller.
• Front security pockets with Beretta soft touch zip puller.

U09 - Quilted Cashmere Sweater
PU062 T1467 0528 - Deep Navy
PU062 T1467 0783 - Dark Green
Colour: Deep Navy, Dark Green
M - 2XL

DESCRIPTION
3 layers waterproof jacket in wool with tape seams. The shell fabric is fine Italian wool bonded with the BWB EVO - Beretta Waterproof Breathable Membrane.

DETAILS
• Two way zip closure with hidden snap buttons flap.
• Roomy expandable front patch pockets with Beretta Triangle closure and Amaretta™ detail.
• Two way zip closure with hidden snap buttons flap.
• Amaretta™ detail on the cuffs.
• Knitted storm cuffs.
• Beretta Coolmax lining.
• Beretta Hands-free shoulder straps.
• Inner security pockets.
• Inner recoil reducer pockets.

St James Breeks
GU253 T1393 053G - Blue Navy
GU253 T1393 070Q - Duffel Bag
Colour: Blue Navy, Duffel Bag
Size: 50 - 56

DESCRIPTION
Quilted jacket in nylon and wool with Beretta BTP 120gr thermal insulation and stretch insert. The Beretta BTP thermal insulation is warm and soft as the real down insulation and ensure the right body temperature.

DETAILS
• YKK zip with Beretta personalized soft touch zip puller.
• Integrated hood.
• Beretta diamond quilting.
• Front patch pockets in wool.
• Elastic storm cuffs.
• Beretta personalized soft touch snap buttons.
• Elastic insert on the back.
• Back bising.

U09 - Quilted Cashmere Sweater
PU062 T1467 0528 - Deep Navy
PU062 T1467 0783 - Dark Green
Colour: Deep Navy, Dark Green
M - 2XL

DESCRIPTION
Cashmere and cotton sweater with nylon quilted on the front padded with BTP Beretta.

DETAILS
• Front nylon quilted in Beretta diamond checkering.
• Padded adjustable hood.
• YKK zip with Beretta soft touch zip puller.
• Front security pockets with Beretta soft touch zip puller.

U10 - 3L Tech Wool M's
GU273 T1409 077U
Colour: Green Heringbone
Size: 50 - 56

DESCRIPTION
Cashmere and cotton sweater with nylon quilted on the front padded with BTP Beretta.

DETAILS
• Front nylon quilted in Beretta diamond checkering.
• Padded adjustable hood.
• YKK zip with Beretta soft touch zip puller.
• Front security pockets with Beretta soft touch zip puller.
CULTURE & GENTLEMAN HUNT
St James Cap
BC040 T0764 0796

Colour: Green Check
M - 2XL

DESCRIPTION
Cashmere & wool waterproof cap. The new St James line is made by fine Italian wool blended with cashmere. The waterproofness is ensured by the BWB - Beretta waterproof Breathable Membrane freely insert between the external fabric and the inner lining.

Fox Tie
CR121 T1379 0348UNI - Red
CR121 T1379 0349UNI - Bordeaux
CR121 T1379 0588UNI - Blue
CR121 T1379 0767UNI - Green

Colour: Red, Bordeaux, Blue, Green

DESCRIPTION
Tie in printed silk made in Italy with hand made finishing.

Jacquard Tie
CR131 T1381 0392UNI - Bordeaux
CR131 T1381 0590UNI - Dark Blue
CR131 T1381 0594UNI - Blue
CR131 T1381 0839UNI - Brown

Colour: Bordeaux, Dark Blue, Blue, Brown

DESCRIPTION
Jacquard tie in silk made in Italy with hand made finishing.

M.O.L.L.E. BACKPACK

CREATE YOUR OWN IDEAL BACKPACK

The Modular Lightweight Load-carrying Equipment system (M.O.L.L.E.) allows you to customise your backpack with a wide range of accessories that you can position exactly where you want. You can add a rifle pocket, a binocular bag, telescope pockets, tripod case, one or more multipurpose bags, a water bag and a stool. They are all made from 100% lightweight ripstop polyester, water and scratch resistant.

Modular Backpack 35 l
BS111 00189 0730UNI

Description: Backpack with M.O.L.L.E. System
Height: 53 cm | Length: 34 cm | Width: 22 cm | Weight: 1400 g | Capacity: 35 l

High visibility orange rain cover
Adjustable central chest fastening straps
Two side functional pockets and transparent, removable and waterproof document pouch
Side expansion zips
Ergonomic back, with ventilation and padded mesh inserts
Washable and removable game bag

DESCRIPTION
Description: Backpack with M.O.L.L.E. System.
GAMEKEEPER

Gamekeeper is a line of functional and essential bags and cases. They combine lightweight and strength, protecting every part of your gun.

- Made in 100% polyester 300x500 denier, water and scratch resistant
- Anti-shock thanks to the double density and 3D mesh padding
- Easy grip and lockable zip pullers

GameKeeper Flap Soft Gun Case
FOF80 03551 0702UNI
Description: Gun case with flap
Height: 20 cm
Inner Length: 132 cm
Width: 3 cm
Weight: 800 g

GameKeeper Soft Rifle Case
FOG10 03551 0702UNI
Description: Rifle case 126 cm, suitable for rifle with scope
Height: 28 cm
Inner Length: 126 cm
Width: 2 cm
Weight: 900 g

GameKeeper Long Soft Gun Case
FOF50 03551 0702UNI
Description: Gun case 132 cm
Height: 21 cm
Inner Length: 132 cm
Width: 2 cm
Weight: 750 g

GameKeeper Small Cartridge Bag
BSC60 03551 0702UNI
Description: Small Cartridge bag
Height: 17 cm
Length: 24 cm
Width: 10 cm
Weight: 500 g
Capacity: 50 cartridges

GameKeeper Medium Cartridge Bag
BSC70 03551 0702UNI
Description: Medium Cartridge bag
Height: 21 cm
Length: 28 cm
Width: 12 cm
Weight: 575 g
Capacity: 100 cartridges

GameKeeper Medium Cartridge Bag
BSC70 03551 0702UNI
Description: Medium Cartridge bag
Height: 21 cm
Length: 28 cm
Width: 12 cm
Weight: 575 g
Capacity: 100 cartridges
GameKeeper Large Cartridge Bag  
**BSC80 03551 0702UNI**  
Description: Large Cartridge bag  
Height: 22 cm  
Length: 30 cm  
Width: 14 cm  
Weight: 700 g  
Capacity: 300 cartridges

50 Shell Hull Pouch  
**CA450 03551 0702UNI**  
Description: Cartridge pouch. Adjustable belt up to 137  
Height: 30 cm  
Length: 22 cm  
Width: 8.5 cm  
Weight: 250 g  
Capacity: 50 cartridges

GameKeeper Cartridge Wallet with Flap  
**BSC40 03551 0702**  
Description: Cartridge wallet with flap and elasticated loops  
Height: 9.5 cm  
Length: 15.5 cm  
Weight: 50 g  
Capacity: 8 cartridges

GameKeeper 12GA Cartridge Belt  
**CA750 03551 0702**  
Description: 12 gauge cartridge belt, adjustable from 104 up to 122 cm  
Height: 8.5 cm  
Weight: 100 g  
Capacity: 26 cartridges

Gamekeeper 20GA Cartridge Belt  
**CA760 03551 0702**  
Description: 20 gauge cartridge belt, adjustable from 104 up to 122 cm  
Height: 8 cm  
Weight: 100 g  
Capacity: 28 cartridges

GameKeeper Flat Game Bag  
**BSD10 03551 0702UNI**  
Description: Washable flat game bag with short and long handle for easy transport. Fully opening  
Height: 59 cm  
Length: 89 cm  
Weight: 500 g  
Capacity: 37 l

GameKeeper Boots Bag  
**BSC50 03551 0702UNI**  
Description: Boots bag with ventilation mesh window  
Height: 40 cm  
Length: 54 cm  
Width: 26 cm  
Weight: 5650 g

Shoulder Game Bag  
**BSL90 03551 0702**  
Description: Game bag with shoulder strap two inner washable compartment  
Height: 31 cm  
Length: 45 cm  
Width: 9 cm  
Weight: 500 g  
Capacity: 13 l
A PRESTIGIOUS RANGE OF ACCESSORIES CREATED WITH PREMIUM ITALIAN CRAFTSMANSHIP

The inspiration for this range of leather accessories comes from long ago. In ancient Greece, the term “Hoplon” referred to the shield, the most precious item for a warrior, tasked with protecting him in battle. And this range was created to protect your most precious guns: the essentials for those who love to surround themselves with high quality accessories.

Handcrafted by Tuscan tanning masters, using premier Italian manufacturing techniques, Hoplon accessories are designed to be truly beautiful while remaining exceptionally functional. Choosing the Hoplon range is a style statement: “I want the best”.

**Maremmana Belt**
BS451 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Genuine Italian leather cartridge belt.
- Height: 33 cm
- Length: 128 cm
- Width: 7 cm
- Weight: 1040 g

**Zippered Single Gun Case**
FO071 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Full zip gun case in genuine Italian leather with brown ecofur lining up to 81” barrel.
- Height: 18 cm
- Length: 128 cm
- Width: 8 cm
- Weight: 2040 g

**Single Shotgun Case**
FO081 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Flap gun case with zip in genuine Italian leather with brown ecofur lining up to 81” barrel.
- Height: 18 cm
- Length: 128 cm
- Width: 8 cm
- Weight: 2100 g

**100 Cartridges Bag**
BS461 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Genuine Italian leather cartridge bag with elastic sling.
- Height: 33 cm
- Length: 39 cm
- Width: 10 cm
- Weight: 1040 g

**Maremmana Belt**
BS451 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Genuine Italian leather cartridge belt.
- Height: 33 cm
- Length: 128 cm
- Width: 7 cm
- Weight: 1040 g

**Zippered Single Gun Case**
FO071 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Full zip gun case in genuine Italian leather with brown ecofur lining up to 81” barrel.
- Height: 18 cm
- Length: 128 cm
- Width: 8 cm
- Weight: 2040 g

**Single Shotgun Case**
FO081 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Flap gun case with zip in genuine Italian leather with brown ecofur lining up to 81” barrel.
- Height: 18 cm
- Length: 128 cm
- Width: 8 cm
- Weight: 2100 g
Double Shotgun Case
FO091 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Flap double gun case with zip in genuine Italian leather with brown ecofur lining up to 81” barrel.
Height: 36 cm
Length: 128 cm
Width: 16 cm
Weight: 4300 g

Rifle Case cm120
FO101 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Full zip rifle with optic case in genuine Italian leather with brown ecofur lining up to 120” barrel.
Height: 24 cm
Length: 120 cm
Width: 6 cm
Weight: 2100 g

Waterfowler Max 5
FO061030330858
Description: Water resistant soft gun case.
Height: 19 cm
Inner Length: 136 cm
Width: 6 cm
Weight: 880 g

Rifle Case cm132
FO111 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Full zip rifle with optic case in genuine Italian leather with brown ecofur lining.
Height: 24 cm
Length: 120 cm
Width: 6 cm
Weight: 2400 g

Shotgun Sling
SL031 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Gun sling in genuine Italian leather.
Height: 4 cm
Length: 90 cm
Weight: 180 g

Beretta Sling
SL021 0303 0858UNI
Description: Max 5 Sling
Height: 9 cm
Weight: 160 g

Uniform Pro Soft Gun Case 138 cm
FOL60 00189 0999UNI
Description: Gun case 138 cm
Height: 23 cm
Inner Length: 138 cm
Width: 4 cm
Weight: 920 g

Waterfowler Max 5
FO061030330858
Description: Water resistant soft gun case.
Height: 19 cm
Inner Length: 136 cm
Width: 6 cm
Weight: 880 g

Beretta Medium Blind Bag
BS441 03033 0858UNI
Description: Beretta medium blind bag Max 5
Height: 25 cm
Inner Length: 41 cm
Width: 24 cm
Weight: 1140 g

Rifle Sling
SL041 L0092 0889UNI
Description: Rifle sling in genuine Italian leather.
Height: 7 cm
Length: 93 cm
Weight: 180 g
692 COLLECTION

Inspired by the 692 Shotgun, these soft gun cases and bags offer padded protection for the receiver, barrels and sight. Made of 100% polyester 900 denier water and scratch resistant fabric, each has countless features that include the following:

- Double handle with velcro closure
- Removable, adjustable and padded shoulder strap
- External pockets with zip
- Two way lockable zip
- Hang hook

692 Gun Case - 140cm
FOM10 03081 0921UNI - Grey
FOM10 03081 0999UNI - Black
Description: 140 cm gun case
Height: 21 cm
Inner Length: 140 cm
Width: 7 cm
Weight: 1350 g

692 Multipurpose Cartridge Bag Mid
BS541 03081 0921UNI - Grey
BS541 03081 0999UNI - Black
Description: Medium multipurpose cartridge bag with inner organization.
Height: 24 cm
Inner Length: 41 cm
Width: 31 cm
Weight: 860 g

692 Multipurpose Cartridge Bag Large
BS551 03081 0921UNI - Grey
BS551 03081 0999UNI - Black
Description: Large multipurpose cartridge bag with inner organization.
Height: 27 cm
Inner Length: 46 cm
Width: 33 cm
Weight: 1180 g

692 Backpack
BS561 03081 0921UNI - Grey
BS561 03081 0999UNI - Black
Description: Shooting backpack with laptop compartment and inner organization.
Height: 51 cm
Inner Length: 30 cm
Width: 17 cm
Weight: 1060 g

692 Cabin Trolley
BSH30 03081 0921
Description: Cabin size 2 wheels suitcase
Height: 51 cm
Length: 35 cm
Width: 26 cm
Weight: 2700 g

Beretta 692 Soft Maxi Duffle w/ Wheels
BSH430810921UNI
Large, wheeled duffle with 6 lateral pockets, 4 compression straps with buckles, top and bottom padded handles and several inner pockets and wide opening for all of your necessities.
Height: 102 cm
Inner Length: 43 cm
Width: 38 cm
Weight: 5600 g
Beretta High Performance is a line of lightweight and sturdy bags and cases specifically developed for clay and target shooters. Made of 100% polyester 500x300 denier, they are water and scratch resistant, featuring:

- Exclusive Beretta thermo-formed protection to keep safe the contents during transportation
- Special double density padding
- Padded handle with velcro closure
- Adjustable shoulder straps

**HP Medium Soft Gun Case**

FO550 00189 0501

Description: Gun case 126 cm

Height: 23 cm

Inner Length: 126 cm

Width: 6 cm

Weight: 1195 g

**HP 10 Inch Pistol Rug**

FO840 00189 0501UNI

Description: Pistol rug for full size pistol

Height: 18.5 cm

Length: 27 cm

Width: 2 cm

Weight: 140 g

**HP 8 Inch Pistol Rug**

FO910 00189 0501UNI

Description: Pistol rug for full size pistol

Height: 18.5 cm

Length: 27 cm

Width: 2 cm

Weight: 140 g

**HP Large Soft Gun Case**

FO560 00189 0501

Description: Gun case 139.5 cm

Height: 24 cm

Inner Length: 139.5 cm

Width: 6 cm

Weight: 1195 g

**HP Take Down Soft Gun Case**

FO540 00189 0501

Description: Case for takedown gun

Height: 28 cm

Inner Length: 92.5 cm

Width: 6 cm

Weight: 1250 g

**HP Sock**

FO30 00189 0501

Description: Sock for shotgun

Height: 17 cm

Inner Length: 130 cm

Weight: 240 g
HP Trolley
BS250 00189 0501UNI
Description: Trolley with bottom compartment and many multipurpose pockets
Height: 35 cm
Length: 41 cm
Width: 28 cm
Weight: 2900 g

HP Small Cartridge Bag
BS230 00189 0501UNI
Description: Cartridge bag with quick opening
Height: 20 cm
Length: 35 cm
Width: 22 cm
Weight: 850 g
Capacity: 100 cartridges

HP Medium Cartridge Bag
BS240 00189 0501UNI
Description: Cartridge bag with quick opening
Height: 25 cm
Length: 39 cm
Width: 28 cm
Weight: 1000 g
Capacity: 250 cartridges

HP Large Cartridge Bag
BS200 00189 0501UNI
Description: Large cartridge bag with bottom compartment
Height: 42 cm
Length: 39.5 cm
Width: 26 cm
Weight: 2300 g

Display only
OC1X0 001 0900
Colour: Grey
Weight: 2000 g

Trident Shooting Glasses
OC700000010009
Colour: Black, Yellow Spectra, Red High Risk
Description: 3 interchangeable lenses

Challenge (Single pz)
OCA10 00002 0201UNI - Yellow Spectra
OCA10 00002 0407UNI - Orange
OCA10 00002 0900UNI - Grey
OCA10 00002 0999UNI - Black
Colour: Yellow Spectra - Good for fog and dull, low light, early in the morning or at dusk
Colour: Orange - Highlights the clay against a light sky. Good for bright days
Colour: Grey - All weather use
Colour: Black - Perfect when sunny and for all day use
Weight: 90 g
BERETTA – OFF SHOT MINI HEADSET®
MINI FORMAT, MAXI PROTECTION

32 decibels of noise protection and only 7 grams in weight. With the new Beretta – Off Shot Mini Headset®, you will discover a new dimension of comfort, freedom of movement and practicality. Conversely to traditional shooting headsets, it does not place any pressure on the head and is extremely comfortable, thanks to the foam ear tips available in three sizes that adapt to the shape of your ear once inserted. Its anatomical design also makes it perfect for extended use, after which it can be placed in its convenient pocket-size case.

**Earphones Mini Head Set Passive**
- CF031 A2156 0560UNI - Blue Beretta
- CF031 A2156 0999UNI - Black
  
  Colour: Blue Beretta, Orange, Black

**GridShell Earmuff**
- CF021 00002 0591UNI - Blue/Orange
- CF021 00002 0999UNI - Black
  
  Colour: Blue/Orange, Black

**Beretta Earmuff**
- CF100 002 0560 - Blue Beretta
- CF100 002 0999 - Black
  
  Weight: 290 g

**Ear tips**
- CF071 A2270 0999S - Small
- CF071 A2270 0999M - Medium
- CF071 A2270 0999L - Large
  
  Colour: Black

**Kit mini head set and tips**
- KT021 A2156 0MXDUNI

**Pocket-size case**

**Foam ear tips available in three sizes**
LP Trucker Hat
BC052 01660 0523 - Navy
BC052 01660 0700 - Green
BC052 01660 0858 - Max 5
Colour: Navy, Green, Max 5

Patch Trucker Hat
BC062 01660 0523 - Navy
BC062 01660 0858 - Max 5
Colour: Navy, Max 5

Offset Logo Trucker Hat
BC072 01660 0523
Colour: Navy
Description: Structured cotton twill front, mesh back with Velcro closure

Waxed Cotton Hat
BC092 02533 0801
Colour: Brown

Camo Beretta Hat
BC150 01660 0858
Colour: Camo Real Tree Max 5
Description: Cotton camo cap with leather details.

Wool Trident Hat Black
BC501 T1513 0999
Colour: Black

Wool Pheasant Hat
BC511 T1513 0523 - Dark Navy
BC511 T1513 072A - Dark Olive
Colour: Dark Navy, Dark Olive

Hunting World Dog Cap
BC451 T1383 070BUNI
Colour: Rosin Green
Heavy cotton cap with dog printing on the front, orange cotton under the visor, inner sweatband, fabric strap with metal buckle to adjust fit.

Beretta Corporate Hat
BC102 T1383 0803 - Coffee
BC102 T1383 0950 - Dove
Colour: Coffee, Dove
Orange under visor

Trident Upland Hat
BC541 T1516 0850
Colour: Tobacco & Blaze Orange

Beretta Xplor Watch
OR1000020730
Description: An innovative, automatic movement watch inspired by the most advanced semi-automatic shotgun on the market. Beretta’s Xplor.
Colour: Black
Diameter: 47 mm
Weight: 160 g
Tactical Patch - Canada Flag
PATCHCANADA
Height: 4.80 cm
Length: 8.00 cm

Tactical Patch - Benelli LE
PATCHBENELLI
Height: 4.80 cm
Length: 8.00 cm

Tactical Patch - Steiner
PATCHSTEINER
Height: 4.80 cm
Length: 8.00 cm

Tactical Patch - Beretta
PATCHBERETTA
Height: 4.80 cm
Length: 8.00 cm

Tactical Patch - Trident Logo
PATCHTRI95
Size: 7.10 cm diameter

Tactical Patch - Sako
PATCHSAKO
Height: 4.80 cm
Length: 8.00 cm

Shotgun Oil 25ML
OL3200500009
Description: Give your guns the ultimate level of protection against corrosion with specially formulated, authentic Beretta Gun Oil in either a squirt or spray bottle.

Basic Cleaning Kit - Shotguns
CK2000720009 - 20GA
CK1200720009 - 12GA
Description: Basic cleaning kit for shotguns composed of wood rod, bronze and wool brushes and oil.

Beretta Recoil Reducer
OG850 001 0560
Description: Gel-tek recoil reduction system
Colour: Blue Beretta
Height: 15 cm
Length: 26 cm

Shotgun Oil 25ML
OL3200500009
Description: Give your guns the ultimate level of protection against corrosion with specially formulated, authentic Beretta Gun Oil in either a squirt or spray bottle.